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Our journey together
We graded TDS using
only the filled survey
and generated the
first result

Compiled report with
results (2), findings and
recommendations

TDS filled our
surveys (50+

Adjusted Results

Detailed rating
and planning
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questions)

TDS split the survey
internally to fill the
survey
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First
Results

Final
Report
We graded TDS a second time
and Generated a new result
using additional public data
(website and info available
online)

We would like to present our
detailed rating and
suggestions to drive TDS’s
enhancement towards
sustainability
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Highlights

Business
Strategy

The survey, combined with the
Public information, portrays a
prospering attitude towards
circularity.

R&D

However, the company should
focus on a central sustainability
strategy. A strategy that – based on
the strong company ethos – gives
priorities to the future evolution of
the company and monitor the path.
At the moment, even if there is the
evidence of multiple running
activities there is still a lack of clear
metrics (AS-IS), targets and KPIs to
build a roadmap with future goals
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Legend

The company has outstanding
results with regards to energy
consumption, emissions, and office
practices.

Finance &
Accounting
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Exploratory
Undeveloped
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Business Strategy

Legend Key
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Mission &
Vision
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Risks &
Opportunities

Alternative
Investments

Carbon Pricing
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Certificates

Climate
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Production & Supply Chain

Suppliers
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Life Cycle
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Return
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commitment
the following SDGs
Coinvolgimento degli
Stakeholder sulto
territorio

Sustainable Development Goals
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Our suggestions to
drive Texas Direct
Solar’s enhancement
towards sustainability
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Sustainability and the implementation of a circular business model is not just a mere set of positive
actions. It implies a conscious choice to drive every company and industrial decision seeking zero
negative externalities, with strong commitment for the environment and with high transparency with
the consumers.
Texas Direct Solar is a Houston based clean energy installer. We strongly believe that TDS, a family-owned
business whose services include residential and commercial solar and solar battery installations, has the
ideal ethos and values to potentially become a strong sustainable benchmark.

0. Sustainability strategy
1.
Organizational
readiness

2.
Lifecycle
assessment

3.
Stakeholders
assessment

4.
Non financial
statement system
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Sustainability
strategy
It will enable TDS to set targets for the
short, medium and long term and shape a
company-wide strategy around
sustainability
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Strategy very often looks as an old fashioned, pompous word.
Usually implies a lot of analysis, a lot of planning to find –
eventually – a simple instruction to gain competitive advantage.

At the same time, we are seeing a growing competitiveness in the
industry, a market that is always very unpredictable, fast
changing, we are experiencing the current covid related crisis, and
what we need is not a simple instruction of what to do.
We need instead an elastic attitude to be able to quickly adapt
and follow the market changes. It is fundamental to critically
choose the priorities at the base of every industrial decision and
build a system capable of continuously innovate and develop.
A Sustainability Strategy is exactly this set of principles and
methodology to measure every decision that will be undertaken.
These principles are not only a way to improve the environment,
but they are instead an intelligent and efficient way to manage a
company and properly invest in the future, as proved by the
growing importance of the ESG in the financial market.
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Sustainability, profitability and differentiation can co-exist.
Our approach has the scope to integrate a strong sustainability strategy and the core of the business
strategy, from the settings of the future targets to the implementation of the vital processes to reach
them.
This approach is focused on key success factors which will ensure sustainability lives at the core.

01
Metrics

02
Targets

03
Roles

04
Culture

05
Process

06 Non Financial statement

Current TDS’s Business
Strategy

Our approach to Embedding
sustainability

Sustainability at
the core
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With these following 6 pillars, you can embed sustainability at the core of your strategies and ensure
the realisation of future commitments

01

02

03

04

05

Sustainability
metrics

Short, Med & Long
Target Setting

Roles &
Responsibilities

Culture

Processes

Aligned Practices:

Reduction Targets:

Sustainable roles:

Mindset refresh:

Sustainable & lean

Review and selection
of International
standards such as:
• UNFCCC
• OECD
• Paris Agreement
• SDGs
• GRI

Measure, Review and
set Ad-hoc metrics
using drivers such as:
• Data Reliability
• Industry standards
• Cost efficiency
Plus integrate with
SDGs monitoring tools
(*)

Assess, review and
introduce new
sustainable roles and
generate a target
organisation view
with a clear RACI
matrix and targets

Introduce
sustainability unity
and alignment across
the organisation by
launching:
• Advocate and
Comms plan
• Upskilling plan
• CoP* model

Review and reengineer impacted
processes to evade
operational
inefficiencies such as:
• Reporting
• Supplier criteria
• Vertical Integration

06 Sustainability Report
CoP*: Communities of Practice
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The Product Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) analyses and calculates the environmental impact and the
carbon footprint of each product manufactured, designed and/or distributed. It is organized into 3 main
steps:
1

Define the scope, target and perimeter of the LCA (e.g.: a set of products).
Then proceed with the inventory analysis (data gathering) including data from suppliers
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Carbon Footprint Analysis of the targeted product(s)

Product X

Offices X

Upstream Scope 3
Emissions

Scope 1 & 2
Emissions

Material acquisition and preprocessing

Production

Distribution

Electricity

Busines
Travel

Emissions from office branch

Downstream Scope 3
Emissions

Use

Waste

Endof-life

Commute

Scope 1 and 2 emissions required by the
Corporate Standard
Scope 3 emissions required by the Scope 3
Standard
Product life cycle emissions required by the
Product Standard

3

Choose the (set of) initiative(s) to offset your emissions and increase the efficiency.
The goal is to decrease the cost and the environmental negative externalities
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Carbon Footprint Analysis

For each one of the three phases
(upstream, direct emissions, and downstream), all the
activities are measured against these categories and
indicators
Impact Category

Indicator

Unit

Description

Energy Use

Primary Energy Demand

MJ

Measure the total amount of primary energy
extracted from earth

Climate Change

Global Warming Potential

Kg CO2-e

Measure of greenhouse gases released such as
CO2 and methane

Water intake

L

Freshwater taken from the environment

Water consumption

L

Freshwater taken from the environment minus
water returned to the same watershed at the
same quality or better

Eutrophication

Eutrophication potential

G PO4-e

Oxygen depletion as a result of nitrogen and
phosphorous deposit into fresh-marine
environments

Land

Land Occupation

M2-yr

Total Land occupied to support the product
system assessed

Smog

Photo chemical oxidant
potential

NOx equiv.

Measure of emissions of precursors that
contribute to low level smog

Water

The result is, on one
side, the footprint of
the three macro phases
with a clear
understanding of which
one is the heaviest, and
on the other side is the
entire lifecycle of the
chosen product, for
instance

Energy Used
179,453 kWh
Emissions:
55,666 kg CO2e
Transport
118,3 miles
Smog produced
40,548 kg CO2e
Carbon Offsets (*):
-14,000 kg CO2e

Each macro litres phases will be
measured obtaining the footprint for
each of them

Global Warming Potential
82,214 kg CO2e

*TDS buys Texas based offsets for theirproject emissions (i.e., transportation). https://www.texascoastalexchange.org/
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Private and public stakeholders purpose alignment
We will classify stakeholders in two groups.

Stakeholders

Scope of the
analysis (*)

Public stakeholders

Private stakeholders

State, Municipalities, Sustainability
programs

Suppliers, Individuals (society), NGOs

§ Level of sustainability commitment
§ Legislation
§ Ongoing initiatives / opportunities
(grants, general targets)

§ Suppliers sustainability targets to
measure purpose alignment
§ Consumer trends and preferences
§ Active campaigns towards sustainability
(or vs sustainability)
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Private and public stakeholder purpose alignment

With TDS’s strategy and
materiality matrix in mind, the
stakeholder assessment will
categorise and map each of them
depending on proximity and
relevance to the business.
Allowing to create targeted
engagement plans to spotlight
partnerships and missed
opportunities

proximity

Finally, all the analysed companies, institutions and trends will be mapped in a proximity-relevance
matrix.

Match of intent,
but not appealing
cooperation

Match of intent,
high opportunities
for cooperation

No match,
and no interest

Potential missed
opportunity

relevance
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Non-financial Statement
Activities

Sustainability Strategy Analysis

1

2

Materiality Assessment & Matrix Update

3

4

Reporting Standard & KPIs

5

Content & data collection form

6

8

Reporting process

7

Stakeholders engagement

Data Owner engagement

Data collection & aggregation
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Thank you for your attention
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